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INTRODUCTION

During the second half of 1989 the Division of Physical Education of the Witwatersrand received communication from the Griqualand-West Schools Hockey Union (GWSHU), expressing their concern about the high incidence of "shin splints" amongst the hockey players during that season and requesting an investigation into this matter.

The American Medical Association defined "shin splints" as a musculotendinous inflammation, in the absence of a stress fracture or ischaemic disorder, manifesting with "pain and discomfort in the leg from repetitive running on a hard surface or forcible, excessive use of foot flexors". As lower leg pain can be caused by a spectrum of pathological conditions in the lower leg including stress fractures, compartment syndromes and various presentations of musculotendinous inflammation, the authors undertook a survey investigating the incidence of lower leg injuries with specific emphasis on these three forms of lower leg pain.

In view of the contrasting environmental and training factors to which high school players in the Southern Transvaal (ST) and Griqualand West (GW) regions are exposed, it was decided to undertake a comparative study of the incidence and nature of lower leg injuries amongst high school players in the hockey leagues in these two regions.

The objectives of this study was twofold: firstly, to identify which of the lower leg overuse injury risk factors are most prevalent amongst female first team high school hockey players in the ST and GW regions and, secondly, to establish whether contrasting environmental factors predispose players in the two regions to different injuries.

METHOD

Questionnaires were sent to the first team female hockey players of the top seven teams in the GW High School Hockey League (the experimental group) and to the seven best hockey teams in the ST High School Hockey League (the control group) in 1990. The questionnaires elicited information regarding history of orthopaedic problems, involvement in other sport, hockey training (eg. methods, playing surface, shoe wear) and an injury profile.

Players who reported having suffered from lower leg pain during the 1990 season were requested to provide further details with regard to footwear pattern, shape of wet footprint, shoe types worn when playing hockey and a description of the lower leg pain. In order to differentiate between the different lower leg injuries, those players who could localise a very tender spot and described focal pain on the shin bone were diagnosed as possessing a stress fracture. Those that complained of pins and needles and numbness and those that reported experiencing weakness of the leg were categorised into a group possibly possessing compartment syndrome, whereas the remainder were, in keeping with the definition of the American Medical Association, regarded as possessing shin splints. The use of the word "shin splints" in this paper is limited to the definition provided by the American Medical Association.

Additional sports participated in by the first team hockey players were categorised into activities possessing a low or high risk for shin splints, depending on the magnitude, frequency and duration of impact loading which is characteristic of each of the sports.

The coaches of each of the teams also received a short questionnaire requesting details regarding their coaching techniques or protocols and were asked to keep an attendance register of their players for both practices and matches. They were also asked to record any hockey injuries their players sustained during the 1990 hockey season. All questionnaires were completed during August and September 1990.

Statistical Analysis:

For discrete variables, groups were compared using the chi-square test to analyse contingency tables where the sample sizes and expected frequencies were adequate. Where sample sizes and expected frequencies were too small, Fisher's exact test was employed in the case of 2 x 2 tables. For continuous variables, groups were compared using student's t-test, taking into account whether the variances of the groups were equal of not. Where appropriate, the Man-Whitney test was used. In all cases, the level of confidence was set at 0.05.

RESULTS

PLAYERS:

Seventy five ST and 81 GW first team hockey players completed the players' questionnaire. Their mean age was 16 years. Seventy five players reported sustaining injuries during their hockey careers. Of the total sample (n=157), 43 (27.4%) had experienced lower leg pain in the 1990 season, which excluded ankle injuries and extrinsic injuries and direct trauma to the lower leg area.

The diagnosis and presentation of lower leg pain in these players is depicted in Figure 1 (page 57). In 34% (n=14) of the players, shin splints was diagnosed by a medical practitioner. Fifty nine percent (n=26) of the players did not seek medical advice (Figure 1.1). Anterior lower leg was by far the most common, with a total of 74% (n=32) of the players complaining of pain in this anatomical location (Figure 1.2). The percentage of players describing their lower leg pain as being on the shin bone, in the muscles or in both areas is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Fifty six percent (n=24) of the players with lower leg pain reported "bumps" on...
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associated with the lower leg pain and 46% whereas 40% (n=17) experienced a "pins and needles" sensation or numbness asso­ciated with the lower leg pain more than twice, by 59% (n=24) of the symptomatic players, whereas 30% (83%) re­ported that the pain persisted after the cessation of hockey play.

Twenty two players (58%) reported that running made the pain worse. Eleven (29%) described a worsening of pain with an increase in activity or over-exertion, whereas two players (5%) maintained that a quick change in direction worsened the pain. The pain relief modalities used by players are categorised in Figure 2. In addition, 33 (85%) of the players continued with the activity when the pain started while five (13%) ceased the activity. The areas of the soles of the hockey shoes most worn were the medial front parts of the shoes (66%; n=25 on both left and right), whereas the lateral front parts of the soles were worn away in 50% (n=19) on both left and right shoes. The most frequently occurring shape of a wet footprint for both the left and right foot identified first degree pes planus² (Figure 3).

When comparing the ST and GW players in our sample, no significant difference in the incidence of lower leg pain was found in the 1990 season (25,3% of ST first team hockey players vs. 29,3% of the GW players had lower leg pain).

Of the 157 players questioned, significantly more players (p,05), who presented with lower leg pain (n=43), reported leg problems (n=12) than those without lower leg pain (n=1). Significantly more (p,05) players with lower leg pain also had knee problems (25,6%) than players without lower leg pain (11%). Of the players with knee problems, 47,8% also reported lower leg pain.

No significant difference was found in the number of sports participated in by players with and without lower leg pain. Furthermore, no correlation was found between participation in additional sports with low or high risk of developing lower leg pain and the reported incidence of lower leg pain. In addition, no significant difference was found in the incidence of lower leg pain between those who did not participate in other sports and those who did (p,05).

With regard to frequency and the duration of the lower leg pain, 88% (n=37) of the symptomatic players had experienced the lower leg pain more than twice, 51% (n=21) reported that the pain lasted less than an hour, while 29% (n=12) experienced the pain for a few hours or longer. The mean duration of the pain was just less than an hour. Thirty percent (n=11) were unsure about the cause of this pain. Nineteen percent (n=7) attributed the pain to "shin splints" and 14% (n=5) suggested that the lower leg pain was due to over-exertion of the legs. Eleven percent (n=4) listed the type of surface played on as a major etiological factor.

With regard to the occurrence of lower leg pain, 77% (n=33) of the symptomatic players reported that this pain was associated with playing hockey. Of the total group of symptomatic players questioned, 36 (92%), however, reported pain while playing hockey, whereas 30 (83%) re­ported that the pain persisted after the cessation of hockey play.

A highly significant difference (p,01) was found between the number of players with lower leg pain wearing hockey boots (69,8%) and the players without lower leg pain wearing hockey boots (90,1%). Significantly (p,05) more players with lower leg pain had hockey injuries (65%) than players without lower leg pain (44%). A significant difference (p,05) was found in the number of injuries per person, comparing those with lower leg pain to those without. Of those that indicated no injuries, only 34,9% had lower leg pain. Of those indicating one injury, equal amounts had lower leg pain (27,9%) than did not have lower leg pain (29,8%). Of the players that indicated two or more injuries, 37,2% had lower leg pain, whereas 14% did not have lower leg pain. A significant difference was found between the incidence of lower leg pain between those with no and one injuries and those with two to four injuries (p,01).

COACHES

Twelve coaches completed the questionnaire. Eighty three percent (n=10) of the coaches had completed hockey instructors courses and examinations, with 55% (n=7) of the coaches having had more than ten years of coaching experience and 83% (n=10) having played at provincial or international level.

The coaches reported their players to have sustained a total of 30 injuries in the 1990 season. The most common injury reported by the coaches was lower leg over-use injury (n=13). The most common injury reported by coaches in the ST was "shin splints" or lower leg pain (62,8% of the injured players), whereas only 30,6% of the injured first team players of the GW were reported to have the above complaint.

DISCUSSION

The concern about the high incidence of shin splints amongst school girl hockey players in the GW area during the 1989 season, led us to expect a higher incidence continued on page 59...
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of lower leg overuse injuries amongst the GW players when compared to players in the ST. The difference was however, not found to be statistically significant. Despite the high incidence of "shin splints" reported amongst high school players in GW during the 1989 season, the incidence dropped during the 1990 season. A possible factor to which this could be attributed is that greater awareness of the risk factors of lower leg injury among the hockey fraternity led to more precautions being taken.

It is well documented that doing too much, too soon and too hard all play a role in the aetiology of these intrinsic lower leg injuries as well as the frequent changes of direction and jarring on the lower leg which are common to the game of hockey. Excessive strain on the tibia due to the pounding action of prolonged running on a hard surface is known to constitute a risk factor for stress fractures. It is when the compressive force associated with weight bearing exceeds the structural strength of the bone that micro-fractures of bone result. Compartment syndrome may however, arise following extrinsic injury (a direct blow to the shin) or due to intrinsic overuse inflammation in a tight compartment. Shin splints is most commonly caused by excessive pronation of the foot, where tendinitis or periostitis develops from excessive rotational stress on the muscles of the anterior tibial and deep posterior compartments of the lower leg, which control pronation. It is in particular the pes planus foot which possesses hypermobility in the subtalar joint and which is inclined to hyperpronate on landing and not supinate on take-off, that leads to shin splints. Hyperpronation may also be a result of inappropriate footwear, too resilient a playing surface, imbalances in muscle strength and flexibility and skeletal malalignment. Uneven terrain and hard landing surfaces have been associated with musculotendinous inflammation in the anterior and deep posterior compartments of the lower leg. Moore, emphasises the fact that a combination of insults on the muscle-tendon unit may exceed the reparative capability of the muscle-tendon unit, leading to overuse injuries. Biomechanical imbalances resulting from skeletal malalignment such as excessive femoral anteverision, an increased Q-angle, external tibial torsion, valgus heels and tarsal coalition also predispose to intrinsic lower leg injury. Over-exertion without proper conditioning has also been described as playing a role in the aetiology of shin splints. Backs et al states that the more one participates in sports, the higher the risk of injury but this was not confirmed by the findings of this study. It was, however, found that the more injuries a player had sustained, the higher the likelihood of lower leg pain, due possibly to the fact that, in compensating for the injured part, abnormal biomechanical forces may be exerted on other anatomical structures. In our study, the symptomatic players described a pattern of shoe wear that may indicate some pronation of the feet. The wearing of hockey boots also appears to reduce the risk of lower leg overuse injuries, due to greater stability of the floor. The studs on the soles increase the grip on the playing surface, thereby facilitating the quick changes in direction and stop-start actions necessary to hockey. The forces on the muscles of the lower leg are thus reduced during accelerating and decelerating actions, thereby lessening the risk of shin splints. Hockey boots may also provide some shock absorption and reduce the pounding on the tibia. Of interest is the fact that all coaches in this study advocated the use of hockey boots.

Michael and Holder state that the soleus inserts medially into the calcaneus and is therefore elongated when the heel pronates. A prolongation of the pronation time will therefore increase the eccentric loading of the soleus muscle, resulting in injury. Hockey players who pronate excessively may therefore benefit from wearing orthotics or from wearing hockey boots.

The lower leg pain associated with hockey was worsened by running, an increase in activity or over-exertion. Rest helped to ease the pain in most cases. According to Moore, shin splints pain is usually mild, develops during exercise and is eased by rest. With continued exertion, pain progressively worsens. The fact that most players with lower leg pain in our study did not cease the pain-provoking activity indicated a lack of awareness of the importance of preventing aggravation of an injury by either resting, reducing the intensity of the pain-provoking activity or by correcting the etiological factors.

Garlick et al state that a history of prior orthopaedic problems and the lack of involvement in other fitness activities were more likely to cause aerobic dance injury than shoe brand or type of flooring. Their findings, however, clearly support the contention that players with lower leg pain were more likely to have leg or knee problems than those without lower leg pain. Of the players with knee problems in this study, 47.8% also had lower leg pain. This may be indicative of a possible relationship between knee problems and lower leg pain or, alternatively, the presence of a common factor, causing both knee and lower leg pain. It is well accepted that structural abnormalities, when analysed biomechanically, can result in unbalanced forces on the soft tissue structures of the lower leg and may predispose to lower leg pain.

Training errors play an important role in the aetiology of shin splints. As a whole, the coaches were well qualified with extensive hockey coaching experience. Coaching methods such as pre-season training of shorter duration than the training in season and the emphasis on pre-season endurance training were applied. In addition, all coaches included a pre-season and in-season stretching programme which was executed before training and matches, which is essential for the prevention of injury. Repetitive concentric muscle contractions lead to muscle hypertrophy and shortening. Therefore, as muscles are strengthened, they also need to be stretched regularly, in order to maintain their length and flexibility. The fact that players did not stretch after practices or matches does give rise to concern, since this can lead to a higher risk of over-use injury.

In a typical hockey practice, most time was spent on stickwork, followed by combinations of sprinting and jogging, and dribbling. It is, however, of concern that players did not realise the importance of becoming fit for their sport before the season starts. Using the actual sport as a means of becoming fit places the player at a high risk of injury as a sudden demand will be placed on untrained muscles. Lehman states that there is a fine line between stress placed on the body producing the desired training effect and training that overstresses, causing injury. It is therefore advisable to start a gradual fitness programme before the hockey season commences.

In order to prevent injury, an ideal warm up before a match should include jogging and stretching in addition to specific hockey techniques such as stickwork. Jogging will increase the blood flow to the muscles, and the warmed muscle fibres can be stretched more effectively, thus producing a prolonged elongation effect. Specific hockey techniques also have a place in a warm up as they will improve the neuromuscular coordination needed for the activity to follow. The low number of players indicating the inclusion of stretching or jogging in their warm up may be an indication that players were not aware of the importance of these elements in any warm-up.

The external environment also plays a role in the aetiology of shin splints. Both teams played on grass surfaces most frequently. The players from GW also play on soil more frequently than their ST counterparts. Poor shock absorption occurs when running on a hard surface and more of the impact will be exerted on the legs. Our findings did not however, show a significant difference in the incidence of lower leg...
injuries between the two regions in 1990. This may be due to more players in GW wearing hockey boots during the 1990 season.

When compared with the players, the coaches reported a much lower incidence of hockey injuries sustained in the 1990 season. Of the players, 43 (27%) alone indicated a problem with lower leg pain in 1990, 33 (22%) indicating that the lower leg pain was associated with hockey. According to the coaches, more ST than GW players had lower leg pain or "shin splints" in the 1990 season. The coaches underestimated the number of players with lower leg pain and according to the information gained from the players, no significant difference (p<0.05) was found in the incidence of lower leg pain between ST and GW in 1990.

It thus appear to be a lack of awareness by both the coaches and players of the incidence of lower leg overuse injury amongst hockey players.

CONCLUSION
From the findings of this study the following conclusions have been reached:

• A common lack of knowledge about overuse injuries, their cause and their prevention was evident amongst the players. Not all the players were able to recognise the onset of an overuse injury and players were unaware of the importance of modifying their training and activity levels. The need for education on overuse injuries must therefore be emphasised.

• Players were not adequately aware of the importance of stretching after practices and matches as preventative measures.

• The fact that the hockey coaches were not always aware of the injuries sustained by their players as well as of their players experiencing lower leg pain gives rise to concern as this has implications for the modification of the training programme and the consequent progression of the injury. Specific education in sports injuries for coaches is needed and close liaison between the coach and player ought to be advocated. The coach should not hesitate to recommend the visit to a doctor or physiotherapist should basic treatment measures not result in improvement of the injury.

• Concerning rehabilitation after injury, most coaches realise the importance of physiotherapy, but lack knowledge about the importance of strength training and proprioceptive exercises.
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WORLD CONFEDERATION FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY CONGRESS

The American Physical Therapy Association is hosting the 1995 WCPT Congress to be held June 25-30, 1995 in Washington, DC. Although it is still two years before the Congress convenes, the Organising Committee is in the midst of planning a professionally stimulating Congress pre and post Congress courses and tours.

We are planning to have various types of presentations, so there will be something of educational interest for all member organisation participants. Of course, the social events will also be a highlight.

For further information contact: Ruth Wood, PT, Organising Chairman, WCPT Congress Registrar, American Physical Therapy Association, 1111 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314-1488, USA.